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	Practical Artistry: Light & Exposure for Digital Photographers, 9780596529888 (0596529880), O'Reilly, 2008
You may be passionate about photography, and own a digital SLR with perhaps more advanced equipment as well. But do the photographs you take with this powerful equipment come out as well as you'd like?
  
  With this fascinating and beautifully illustrated book, you learn how to apply the techniques and principles of classic photography so you can make great images with today's digital equipment. Harold Davis, author and renowned fine art photographer, puts the focus in Practical Artistry on light and exposure, two crucial concepts you need to understand and master if you are to truly capture the images you see.
  
  Davis presents a generous number of his own images in each chapter, complete with technical information and an explanation of what he was trying to achieve. These striking photographs not only illustrate the lesson at hand, but also serve as inspiration for your own efforts. Browsing the photographs alone will tell you a lot.
  
  Topics covered in this book include:
	Camera, lenses, and equipment
	Understanding exposure and measuring light
	Relationship of aperture to shutter speed and ISO
	Working with depth of field
	Natural lighting, studio lighting, and the use of flash 
	Light and color temperature
	Working with white balance
	Photographing at dawn or dusk
	Photography at night
	Capturing motion
	Telling a story with your image
	Capturing people, places, and things
	Setting up a digital workflow
	RAW processing and double RAW processing
	Adjusting exposure and reducing noise
	Black & white photography
	And much more


Concise and to the point, Practical Artistry clearly demonstrates that photography, essentially, is writing with light, and that the type of images you produce depend on the many choices you have for using that skill. Harold Davis gives you an array of choices in full living color.
  
     About the Author
   
Harold Davis is an author, photographer, and expert technologist. Harold's photographs have been widely published, exhibited, and collected. Many of Harold's fine art photography posters are well known, including some recent alternatively processed digital flower images published by New York Graphic Society.
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Sweet and Sour Grapes: The Culture of Yankee Ingenuity & Machine ToolsAspatore Books, 2003
The culture of Yankee ingenuity is a defining characteristic of historic American industrial and economic energy and power. That culture and the first special machine tools have a common genesis.

History gives much of the credit to a single individual for their simultaneous rise. Special machine tools have been fundamental to mass...


		

Fecal Incontinence: Diagnosis and TreatmentSpringer, 2007

	Fecal incontinence is a common and embarrassing condition with a devastating impact on patients’ lives. Since it may result from a variety of pathophysiological situations, an accurate diagnostic work-up is crucial. A range of therapies is available, but choosing the correct option is pivotal to successful management. This book reviews...


		

Artificial Intelligence: A New Synthesis (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 1998
Intelligent agents are employed as the central characters in this new introductory text. Beginning with elementary reactive agents, Nilsson gradually increases their cognitive horsepower to illustrate the most important and lasting ideas in AI. Neural networks, genetic programming, computer vision, heuristic search, knowledge representation and...





	

Discrete Mathematics and Its ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Discrete Mathematics and its Applications, Seventh Edition, is intended for one- or two-term introductory discrete mathematics courses taken by students from a wide variety of majors, including computer science, mathematics, and engineering. This renowned best-selling text, which has been used at over 500 institutions around the world,...


		

Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2002
          Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL, and Apache in 24 Hours combines coverage of these three popular open-source Web development tools into one easy-to-understand book -- and it comes with one easy-to-use Starter Kit CD-ROM for Windows or Linux.

The book teaches the...


		

Smithells Metals Reference Book, Eighth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2004

	Smithells is the only single volume work which provides data on all key apsects of metallic materials.

	

	Smithells has been in continuous publication for over 50 years. This 8th Edition represents a major revision.

	

	Four new chapters have been added for this edition. these focus on;

	* Non conventional...
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